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Abstract. Software product families (SPF) are becoming more commonplace
in many industrial organizations due to the increasing variability requirements.
One major challenge with SPFs is to understand the challenges companies are
facing as well as solutions they have tried out. Feasible tools for gathering such
knowledge are qualitative research methods that include the case study method.
In this paper, we propose a study framework for SPFs called CASFIS. CASFIS
builds on top of case study methodology and existing work and understanding on
SPFs with the aim of being a solid framework for investigating industrial SPFs.
CASFIS has been tested and tried out in several industrial companies and adjusted
accordingly.

1 Introduction

A software product family (SPF) is typically understood to roughly consist of common
assets that are specifically developed for the SPF and then shared and reused in the de-
velopment of the product individuals in the SPF [1] [2] [3]. The concept of a SPF has
existed for decades [4], but only recently research results have shown that a SPF may
provide industrially relevant benefits, such as decreased development effort and time-
to-market [5] [6] and that a SPF itself and some of the issues it addresses are important
and predictive for success of reuse [7] [8] [9]. Examples of the success with reuse within
SPFs concern various kinds of assets, such as software architecture, instead of only code
[3]. Furthermore, reuse is planned and supported instead of opportunistically assumed
reuse just happen [2], and reuse is not assumed to be solely a technical problem, but
to also concern other issues, such as the business, process, organizational, and archi-
tecture (BAPO) concerns [10]. Another important aspect of a SPF in addition to reuse
is systematic variability management. Many of the results and issues of SPFs originate
from industrial experience including case studies in companies, such as Securitas and
Axis [11], CelsiusTech [12] and experience reports in companies, such as Philips [13]
and Nokia [14].

In addition to SPFs gaining popularity among researchers, recently, on the one hand,
a need for rigorous research methods in software engineering is identified and, on the
other hand, software engineering research is required to focus on practical solutions
for real problems in the industry [15] [16] [17]. One class of such methods is qualita-
tive methods, which include qualitative case study method. Such qualitative methods



are particularly applicable to acquired data of complex real life phenomena [18]. In
particular, for case studies exists rigorous methodology [19].

In this paper we propose a framework, called CASFIS (CAseStudyFramework for
IndustrialSPFs), for empirically studying SPFs in the industry using qualitative meth-
ods. On the one hand, this forms one piece in a methodological toolbox of scientific
approaches that can be used to study SPFs. On the other hand, CASFIS is an attempt to
form a solid basis for further discussion and development of methodologies for study-
ing SPF. CASFIS is a revisited version of the framework [20] that was used in a case
study of the state of the practice of SPFs which some results are published in [21] [22].
CASFIS contains guidelines to carry out a case study of a SPF in a company. CASFIS
is defined to be used within the context of SPFs by combining our experience of scien-
tific qualitative methods and case study methodology in particular with our experience
with SPFs. Similarly as, for example, the evaluation framework [23], CASFIS follows
division to business, artifact, process and organization (BAPO) concerns introduced in
[10]. The focus is on SPF practices and implications that a SPF has on practices rather
than software engineering practices in general. Especially the focus is on the artifacts
of a SPF and their variability.

CASFIS differs from the existing frameworks such as the evaluation framework [23]
and the SPF probe [3], and actual case studies by describing in detail the guidelines for
the research process and as another central element the explicit case study questions.
These guidelines are described in this paper. The questions are published separately in
[24]. Few examples of the questions are as Appendix. Closely related and complement
to CASFIS is the software product line questionnaire [6] that is a survey instrument
although it consists of mainly the questions.

The rest of the paper is organized as follows. In Section 2 we describe CASFIS. Use
of CASFIS is discussed in Section 3. Evaluation of CASFIS is discussed in Section 4.
Related work is outlined in Section 5. In Section 6 conclusions are drawn.

2 Case study framework for industrial SPFs

In this section we present CASFIS. The framework follows a qualitative case study
strategy [25] [19]. We use the steps introduced in [19] to describe the framework. The-
ses steps aredesigning case study, preparing data collection, collecting evidence, ana-
lyzing the evidence, andcomposing a case study report. The structure of this section is
summarized in Table 1. In Section 3, rationale for the design decision behind CASFIS
and guidelines for its usage are given following the same structure.

2.1 Designing a study

Problem formulating. The objectives of a study using CASFIS are to characterize a
SPF in a company. The aim is to capture a rich holistic qualitative descriptive account
of the SPF. This descriptive account should give understanding of all relevant aspects
of a SPF in the company focusing on artefacts in a SPF particularly. This focus because
a SPF a technical concept for reuse although other concerns are taken account as well
[1]. This, although business is argued to be the most influential concern for a company



Table 1.Outline of Study Framework

Designing a study
(2.1, 3.1)

Preparing data
collection (2.2, 3.2)

Collecting evidence
(2.3, 3.3)

Analysis and
reporting (2.4, 3.4)

– Problem
formulation

– Study proposition
– Case selection
– Unit of analysis

– Field procedures
– Case study

questions

– Interviews
– Case study

database

(CASFIS does
not suggest or
require any
particular analysis
approach)

[23]. Consequently, CASFIS can be used to answer, in short, to the research question:
"what kind of SPF a company develops?"

Study propositions. To direct investigators’ attention and to gain a preliminary under-
standing of SPFs CASFIS includesstudy propositions. That is, the study propositions
state the assumptions that are made before a study of the nature of a SPF. These study
propositions are based on a synthesis of a literature study of the reported research results
on SPFs. The propositions are as follows:

A software product family (SPF) consists of a set of product individuals [3]. These
product individuals share a common, managed set of features and predicted variability
that are used when developing such a family [1]. A SPF includes multiple simultaneous
variants of marketable products individuals, instead of only being releases and versions
of a single product [3]. The commonalities of product individuals in a SPF are utilized
by reusing the shared assets when developing the product individuals [1]. The shared as-
sets and the software product family architecture are scoped and developed for reuse in
a development processand reused to build products in a prescribed way in aderivation
process[1], [3].

This two tiered development is usually regarded as the fundamental characteristics
of all successful SPFs [26][1]. Reuse does not focus on a few isolated asset, but rel-
atively large parts of products individuals are based on the reused assets. The assets
include software components, but many other kinds of assets such as test plans and
cases as well [3]. SPF architecture is a central asset and all product individuals in a
SPF use the SPF architecture. Much of these shared assets have been typically devel-
oped within the same development organization [2] although, for example, COTS can
be used as well [27].

Selecting cases.Selecting a SPF for a study using CASFIS followstheoretical sam-
pling [25]. Theoretical sampling means that the SPFs for the study are selected based on
some other criteria then randomly. The selected SPFs, for example, can exhibit a special
characteristic or be developed using special technique. However, all cases should have a
SPF as stated in the propositions or the cases should have a SPF that is in contradiction



with the propositions: the former study design is to extend the understanding of SPFs,
whereas the latter to reshape the understanding of SPFs.

Unit of analysis. The unit of analysis in the study can be either a single SPF or multiple
SPFs. However, for simplicity we only use the singular term ’SPF’ in this description of
CASFIS. The SPF is studied from all BAPO concerns and goes further into particular
details of these concerns, such as the assets the SPF consists of and mechanisms used
in implementation. Therefore the study design is, according Yin’s [19] terminology,
embedded, because it includes in addition to SPF also its subunits.

2.2 Preparing data collection

Field procedures. A study using CASFIS takes place in a company developing a SPF,
which is an uncontrolled situation for this type of a study. At least two investigators
participate in the interview. The investigators familiarize themselves with CASFIS, es-
pecially the study propositions and the case study questions, prior visiting the company.
The investigators are prepared to present the case study questions and their associated
figures to the responders, e.g., by a data projector or as printouts.

Case study questions.CASFIS includes case study questions as a central element.
These serve a dual role: on the first hand, they are interview questions to be asked from
responders, on one hand, they serve as a guideline how an interview should proceed and
to structure the interview. That is, the interviews follow principles of a semi-structured
interview. An interviewer can omit some questions that seem unimportant for the par-
ticular SPF, change the wordings and the order of the questions, and ask additional
questions for clarification and deepening of the topic under discussion. In addition, an
interviewer can ask additional questions in addition the questions in CASFIS. Addi-
tional questions can be, for example, summarizing comments in a question format to
generalize the responses and enable the respondents to correct misinterpretations and
misunderstandings, or questions that go deeper to a particular topic of interest. However,
the questions also structure an interview. A deviation from the structure may lengthen
the study and distort the focus.

The case study questions are available in [24]. The questions are mostly open-ended
in order to enable true semi-structured interview and to achieve a rich qualitative de-
scription [28]. The structure of the questions (Figure 1) is broken down into business,
artifact, process, and organizational (BAPO) concerns, similarly to what is described
in [10]. Roughly one quarter of the questions cover the business and organizational
concerns, another quarter covers the process concern, another quarter covers artifact
concern in general, and the remaining quarter covers specially variability in the arti-
fact concern. The term ’architecture’ is replaced with the term ’artifact’ in order to
emphasize that the term referred to several kinds of assets in addition to the software
architecture alone. The division to concerns was done to take into account several points
of views to a SPF. Each concern is in own section in the questions. For each concern
severalaspectsare identified that are properties of the concerns. For each aspect there



Fig. 1.Summary of the structure of the questions in CASFIS

is a set offactorsthat characterize the aspects. Finally, the questions measure the fac-
tors and, in addition, each section concludes with explicit question of what is important
to success and problems in SPF. Since each section represent different point of view
following the BAPO concern, some questions are repeated in all sections. An outline of
concerns and aspects are presented as follows.

Business.The business concern coversprofile of the company, SPF strategy, andSPF
business aspects. Profile of the company includesbusiness characteristicsandthe ap-
plication domainfactors. Business characteristics illustrate the internal characteristics
of the company in terms of size and turnover, for example. The application domain il-
lustrates the environment in for which the SPF is developed such as the kind of products
in SPF and whether the software is embedded. SPF strategy includepresentandhistory
factors. The present factor characterizes how SPF is perceived from the point of view



of business today while the past factor characterizes how the change to SPF has taken
place. The SPF business aspect includesSPF quantifiedandproduct detailsfactors. SPF
quantifies concerns number of products individuals and prices. The product detail deals
with detailed characteristics of product individuals in a SPF such as commonalities and
variability.

Process.The process concern coversgeneral aspects, SPF developmentandSPF deriva-
tion. The general concern consists of theSPF conceptsaspect that deals with under-
standing of SPF and nature of division of processes to development and derivation
phases. The SPF development aspect consist ofgeneral, development phase, andmain-
tenancefactors. The general factor deals with phases and activities, and organizing them
in SPF asset development whereas development phase factors deals with how these ac-
tivities are performed. The maintenance factor outlines maintenance process of assets
such as change requirements. The SPF derivation aspects is consist of the same factors
as SPF derivation, except, naturally, these deal with product individuals instead assets.

Organisation. The organization concern is divided intostatic andpracticesaspects.
The static aspect deals with existing structure including thestakeholdersandorgani-
zational modelfactors. The stakeholders deals with those individual involved in SPF
development, whereas the organizational model deals with how these individuals are
organized. The practices aspect concerns how organization operates consisting ofre-
sponsibilitiesfactor that deals with who is responsible of what in the SPF.

Artifact. The artifact section coversconceptsandvariability and evolutionaspects.
Concepts aspect deals with concepts of main artifacts in a SPF consisting of factors
theconcept of SPF, concept of products individuals, concept of SPF architecture and
shared assetsandconcept of SPF architecture and shared assets in a product individual.
The concept of SPF deals with how a SPF is understood as a whole, while the concept
of products individuals aspect deals with product individual that the SPF includes. The
last two aspects deal with what kind of pieces the SPF consists of and how these pieces
are reuse in product individual, respectively. Variability and evolution consists of the
variability and evolution in the SPF, resolving variability in the SPF, variability in the
SPF architecture, andresolving variability in the SPF architecture and shared assets
factors. These factors in the order introduced deal with how variability and evolution
are perceived in the SPF, handled and mean in product individuals, embedded in the
shared assets and SPF architecture, and handled and resolved when the shared assets
and SPF architecture are used in product individuals.

2.3 Collecting evidence

Introduction. At the beginning of data collection in a study using CASFIS, the back-
ground, and objectives of the study are described to all responders. These responders are
people involved in development of the SPF under study. The intention of the overview
is to introduce the topic and focus the scope of the interview. These can be done to all



responders at once or each of them separately. For each respondents is also made clear
that they are handled confidentially such that she or he could not be identified. Simul-
taneously is also assured that the responders are handled anonymously in order to gain
trust and ensure that the responses are honest without fear of allegations. This, because
it is not necessary to identify particular person, because the unit of analysis is a SPF,
not a person or her acts. Further, it could be decided that the company would have a
possibility to read the reports in order to avoid releasing, e.g., confidential information
or details on the products.

Interviews. Data collection in CASFIS is carried out in an interview by recording and
taking notes, and in a document analysis. The notes back-up the tapes and add details
that are not available on the tape such as non-verbal communication or changes in tones
of the voice. The interview is later transcribed. Data collection can include also taking
photos. One investigator acts as main interviewer while other observes, takes notes, and
asks occasionally questions that remained unclear. This in order that there is a one who
focuses on detail and other who focuses on understanding the whole. However, during
the study these roles can be rotated.

In order to ensure that different points of views are taken account, interview is car-
ried out in three sessions: the first, the business session, and the second, process and
organization session take both about an hour, and the third, artifact session, takes about
two hours. The responders in business section are people in roles that define the course
of the company and the products derived from the product family. They can be, for ex-
ample, a product manager, a sales manager or an executive level manager. The same
people are used in process and organization sections. These responders are people fa-
miliar with the processes in the company, manage them and possibly even have devel-
oped and defined them. They should be also familiar with the organization. Examples
of such people interviewed are a product manager, a project manager and a human re-
source manager. Responders in the artifact section are technically oriented and have
experience of the practices how things are done. These are people, e.g., lead software
architect and an experienced software engineer.

Case study database.The data collected using CASFIS are stored in acase study
database. This storage of data includes all data achieved, for example, recording, notes,
and received documents. The storage can be electronic, but the practice has shown that
some material is not electronic and to complement electronic storage is needed also a
physical storage as well. When data is used, analyzed, or added in the database, a chain
of evidence is kept. That is, all relevant leads from one data form to other data form are
kept as well as metadata. For example, even if interviews are transcribed, the original
recordings are not deleted and metadata of an interview includes details such as date,
participants, durations, and place.

2.4 Analysis and reporting

CASFIS does not suggest or require any particular analysis approach. Data analysis can
follow, for example, as Yin [19] and Eisenhardt [25] suggest, theory testing approach or



the data analysis may be based on grounded theory [29] approach to build novel theory
on study propositions. Similarly as with the analysis approach, the logic linking data to
propositions and criteria for interpreting the results are not fixed in CASFIS.

3 Rationale and usage guidelines for CASFIS

In the previous section, we presented CASFIS to study SPFs qualitatively. The ap-
proach we suggest does not advocate any particular philosophical point of view to the
science, but tries to adhere to and combine approved qualitative study practices in the
context of a SPF. By doing this, we took account and learned from the critique to soft-
ware engineering research. CASFIS helps to gain more empirical results to increase
and strengthen the body of knowledge on SPFs in a reliable way. In this section we
further discuss our the design decisions of CASFIS, and outline issues that need to be
considered when using CASFIS.

3.1 Designing a study using CASFIS

Conducting a case study includes other issues besides those introduced in CASFIS; a
study using CASFIS should include its own overview, objectives, and reporting objec-
tive, for example. These were not included in the framework because they vary from
project to project.

A study can use CASFIS to gain understanding of a SPF. Since there are already
case studies and, hence, there is not much need for repeating the basic understanding,
we see two primarily uses for CASFIS. First, CASFIS can be used without changes to
study an interesting SPF that contradicts or extends understanding of some aspects of a
SPF. Second, CASFIS can be used as a tool for getting an overview and an easy start
for studying a SPF before focusing on more detailed objectives of the study. That is,
CASFIS can be used to achieve initial understanding of a SPF.

The reasons for use of theoretical sampling is that in quantitative studies the studied
SPFs should be representative set of a larger set of SPFs in order to allow generaliza-
tion from to the studied small set to the larger set or results should represent interesting
properties of the studied set, but could not be generalized beyond that set. Instead, in
qualitative research the selected SPFs should represent some interesting aspect from
which an investigator can learn. The generalizations are theoretical instead to a popula-
tion [30]. Further details for theoretical sampling can be found in [31] in which is used
the term ’purposeful sampling’ instead theoretical sampling and given more detailed
strategies than CASFIS for sampling in qualitative research that can be used to select
cases.

As noted CASFIS can be used in a case study involving one SPF or multiple SPFs.
This, although initially CASFIS was developed to be used in case study of multiple
SPFs. Benefits and applicability of single and multiple case study designs are discussed,
e.g., in [25] [32] [19] but this discussion is out of the scope of this paper. On the other
hand, the unit of analysis in CASFIS is only a SPF, not the whole company, but, on the
other hand, a study could include more than one SPFs from one company. However, ba-
sic background information is needed about a company as well. Since SPF is a holistic



approach, we believe that the embedded design including multiple levels of analysis is
suitable to study SPFs.

3.2 Preparing data collection

This version of CASFIS does not take account many aspect of preparing data collection
such as training and preparation for a specific case study. Although these are important
aspects of a case study, they do not belong to CASFIS. CASFIS gives a frame of ref-
erence in which the study is conducted by an investigator. In order that an investigator
is able to use CASFIS he or she should have been received a proper education before-
hand. A description of desired skills for and training of investigator are presented, e.g.,
in [19].

3.3 Collecting evidence

On important aspect of collecting qualitative data is triangulation. In the case of CAS-
FIS, triangulation is achieved through collecting data from different sources and using
multiple investigators. The sources are an interview and document analysis. Similar
with triangulation is the use of the BAPO framework in the interview questions. This
because the used division to the BAPO concerns encourages and enables responders
of different roles and reflected different point of views on the software product family.
Multiple sources describe the same issues and widen the perspective of the research.
Adding further sources of information would introduce valuable information. How-
ever, this is outside of CASFIS and can be carried out as a follow up separate study
as described earlier. CASFIS includes only two sources of evidence. This is because
its purpose is to characterize a SPF rapidly. A study using CASFIS can add sources
of evidence such as observations but then face a risk to extend duration of the study
significantly.

CASFIS includes a notion of a case study database. It is our experience that this
information should recorded extremely carefully, because it hard, or impossible, to find
out, for example, duration of the interviews, and even inconvenient to ask certain in-
formation again if some data is lost. Since we did not include analysis approach in
CASFIS, we either did not include the required form of data in the database.

3.4 Analysis and reporting

Currently CASFIS does not include any particular analysis approach. Consequently, no
analysis guidelines are included. However, in order to give the reader some idea, we
briefly describe the approach we have taken.

We have done analysis by following the principles of the grounded theory [29]. We
analyzed the data from each company, first separately, and then across the cases. The
purpose of this analysis strategy was to first gain a holistic understanding of the SPFs
in each company and then to understand similarities and differences between SPF in
each company. The analysis was based on a discussion of the impressions of the inves-
tigators who were present at the interviews, as well as on the recordings, the received



documentation, the written notes, and transcripts of the interviews. In the analysis, we
used ATLAS.ti [33], which is an application designed for qualitative data analysis. Af-
ter we had gained the initial understanding of the companies, we analyzed them through
a special analysis framework.

4 Evaluation of CASFIS

Evaluation of CASFIS internally consists of an initial evaluation, and carrying out a
case study. These were performed using an initial version of CASFIS. The evaluations
were used to improve CASFIS. However, the current version does not differ drastically
from the version used in these evaluations. Therefore, we did not see it necessary to
repeat these evaluations with this revised version of CASFIS.

4.1 Initial evaluation

The first part of the initial evaluation resembled a focus group study setting [28] [34].
The technique used was to interview a responder and ask her to rephrase the interview
questions in her own words in order to determine if the interview questions were under-
stood as intended. The responder was a research colleague working in the same research
project. She was naturally aware of the goals, intentions and terminology, but she had
not participated in any of the phases in the design of CASFIS. She had been working in
the industry with software development before joining the research group.

The second part of the initial evaluation was a pilot study in a simplified settings
[28]. The pilot study was carried out at our office premises with only one responder. The
responder was an employee in another research project who had been working with a
SPF in industry. He tried to respond to all questions although he did not have knowledge
on all issues. This was also a reason why this data was not used in further analysis. The
pilot study also simulated the actual research settings. The practices for the interviews
were rehearsed simultaneously as well.

4.2 Case studies conducted

CASFIS has been used in a case study in six companies. Some results have been re-
ported in [21] [22] although the name CASFIS was not used at that time. These studies
proved that CASFIS is feasible to capture the state of the practice of SPF in a company.
The studies also report the actual use of the earlier version of the framework.

5 Related work

Closely related to CASFIS are other frameworks and tools to study SPFs and empirical
studies that have used similar research methods as in CASFIS.



5.1 Other frameworks and tools

SEI workshop [35] that reports practices in SPF development uses approach in which
a set of questions were given to industrial participants. These questions are also pub-
licly available. Based on the questions the participants gave a presentation of the SPF
in their organization. These questions could be considered as an extremely simplified
framework or a basis for almost unstructured interview to study a SPF qualitatively.
However, since the approach used in that study relies on companies presentation rather
than researcher intervention by asking question, we do not regard is as a similar as
CASFIS. Further, such approach does not necessarily yield to rich descriptions on its
own without further inquiry.

The SPF technical probe [3] is a tool comparable with the CASFIS. However, all
details of the technical probe are not available for use.

Bosch [36] has introduced amaturity scalefor SPFs that, in practice, categorizes
SPFs with respect to systematicity of the process for developing products in a family.
The more systematic this process in a SPF is, the higher it is ranked on the scale. In con-
junction with the maturity scale of SPFs are introduced categorization for artifacts and
organization models that, however, correlate with the maturity scale. However, the ma-
turity scale is only a scale to differentiate between SPFs and therefore does not include
procedures for studying or evaluating a SPF.

In [23] is presented anevaluation frameworkfor a SPF that, when used, gives an
assessment at the level one to five in all four concerns of the BAPO framework. The
evaluation framework is built on and extends the maturity scale. That is, artifact dimen-
sion in the evaluation scale is similar with the maturity scale. A company can use this
framework to asses its position on the framework. Consequently, this evaluation frame-
work is primarily self-assessment tool that result quantitative results. The evaluation
framework currently lacks details for conducting such assessment presenting primar-
ily the assessment scale. However, it seems that making such assessment gives also
interesting qualitative data and even researchers external to the company can do such
assessments.

Software Engineering Institute (SEI) at the Carnegie Mellon University has used
two questionnaires to study for software product families [37][6]. These focus on char-
acterizing SPF state of the practice in the industry quantitatively rather than qualita-
tively.

We have initially compared the studied SPFs with the evaluation framework and ma-
turity scale. This showed that the data obtained using even the earlier version of CASFIS
was able to provide enough data to asses the SPF on both these scales. However, a more
rigorous evaluation of the data acquired using CASFIS to existing knowledge of SPF,
including all other tools, remains as future work.

5.2 Empirical studies

Closely related to our work are other empirical studies of SPFs. We describe some of
these studies in the following in terms of the issues in CASFIS. We do not include
experience reports since they do not include these issues.



CelsiusTech case study [12] concerned initially software architecture but focused
also on a SPF. Data was based on previous knowledge as one other had worked in com-
pany supplying CelsiusTech its development environment, previously published reports
including marketing literature and a dissertation, interviews with more than two dozen
key personnel lasting three days, and documentation analysis of Ada interface specifi-
cation and documented development methodology and processes.

Bosch reports a case study of SPF architectures [11] and evolution [38] in Axis
Communications AB and Securitas Larm AB. The study was carried out as interviews
following a questionnaire with the system architects and technical managers. The ques-
tionnaire consisted of context, technological, process, business and organizational is-
sues. That is, it was similar with our approach. The interviews were video-taped. Some
cases included also documentation analysis.

Svahnberg and Bosch [39] report a case study of evolution in SPF architecture at
Axis Communication AB. This study is carried out as unstructured interviews with key
personnel and analysis of information in the intranet.

Bosch and Hösgtröm [40] report a case study of product instantiation in a SPF in
Axis Communication AB. The study is carried out as detailed analysis of products in a
SPF, discussions with system architects, and documentation analysis.

Jaring and Bosch [41] report out a case study to exemplify relevant variability issues
in Rohill Technologies BV. Case study is carried out as semi-structured interviews using
a questionnaire, short talks with developers, and document analysis. The responders in
the interviews were the chief architect and the main developer, both separately. The
interviews were preceded by an introductory talk at least a week prior to the interviews.
The results of the interviews were discussed with the interviewees.

In addition to the case studies, there are studies that include relatively close par-
ticipation in company in long term. These follows, in practice, the principles of action
research [42]. Such studies include Salion and Cummins [3] and a study of six com-
panies reported in [43]. However, further details of these are not feasible for further
comparison because of different methodology.

In [6] are described, to best of our knowledge, the results of the only quantitative
study regarding SPFs. This report gives the used questionnaire, response rates, data
from the questionnaire, and analysis.

The above mentioned studies show that the approach we have proposed in this paper
is relatively similar with the methods that many other researchers have used. However,
the earlier studies focus more on reporting the results and do not give details of their
research approach. That is, despite the method in these studies follow the standards of
scientific methodology for case studies, CASFIS is the first published description with
enough detail to be applicable for other researchers as well.

6 Conclusions

We have proposed CASFIS (CAseStudy Framework forIndustrialSPFs) to study any
SPF empirically. CASFIS is built on existing knowledge on SPF, such as division to
BAPO concerns, and combined with rigorous procedures to carry out a case study.
The procedures includes details for studying a SPF, including separate study questions.



The publicly available information should enable even an external researcher to use
CASFIS.

We believe that the contribution of this paper can greatly advance the state of the
art and practice in the investigation of industrial SPFs. This, we believe will work for
the benefit of development of SPFs in companies as well as for the research on SPFs.
Furthermore, there is now concrete material for a dialogue on SPF study methods and
their further development.

We do not advocate this as the only way to study SPFs. On the contrary, this is
only one piece in a methodological toolbox of scientific approaches that can be used to
study SPFs. For example quantitative tools such as surveys complement CASFIS. As a
future work item is to ensure that CASFIS is compatible with existing measures. That
is, to check our data acquired using CASFIS in order to see how well CASFIS provides
answers to existing knowledge and measures such as the SPF evaluation framework.
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Appendix

Examples of questions from [24]. The major numbering refers to BAPO as follows: B
= 1, P = 2, O = 3, and A = 4. This is counterclockwise order of concerns in Figure
1 starting from the business concern. The second number refers to the aspect within
concern, and the third number refers to the factor. These are same as top-down order
of aspects and factors under each concern in Figure 1. The last number is identification
of the question. For example, the question Q:1.3.2.6 refers to business concern, SPF
business aspects, products detail factors, and question number six (cf. Figure 1).

– Q:1.2.1.4 How do sales and marketing influence on development of the product
family?

– Q:1.3.2.4 Differences are opposite of commonalities, i.e. characteristics that make
instances of the product family different. From the customer or sales viewpoint,
what are the differences in products in the product family?

– Q:1.3.2.6 What is most important to success in product family development?
– Q:2.2.1.4 Is the process documented or modeled? If it is, what kind documentation

is there?
– Q:3.1.1.1 What are the stakeholders that has influence on the product family and

what kind of and how strong their influence is?
– Q:4.1.3.1 How does the company define and understand the product family archi-

tecture?
– Q:4.1.3.11 What are examples of reusable software entities in the product family?
– Q:4.2.1.1 Variability can concern e.g. functionality, user interface, quality, perfor-

mance, platform, or underlying hardware. What varies in the product family?
– Q:4.2.1.2 What is the reason for variability in the product family?
– Q:4.2.3.15 What is the reason for the evolution of the product family architecture?


